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Team Reinhart Helps Repair Home in Lindsay
Heights
Milwaukee – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. (Reinhart)

On Saturday, August 13, Team Reinhart took part in the annual Block Build MKE
event hosted by Revitalize Milwaukee, a nonprofit organization that provides free
home restoration, safety repairs and life-changing accessibility modifications for
low-income homeowners, many of whom are senior citizens, veterans and/or
persons with disabilities.

The team included Reinhart attorneys David Schulz, Andy Price and Sara
McNamara, along with several clients and friends of the firm, who helped rebuild
deteriorated stairs, install a security fence and implement various safety-related
improvements. Schulz serves on the Advisory Council for Revitalize Milwaukee.

Block Build MKE brings volunteers and community partners together to improve
multiple neighborhood blocks in one weekend. This year, 23 homes in the Lindsay
Heights neighborhood were selected for restoration.

ABOUT REVITALIZE MILWAUKEE

Revitalize Milwaukee (RM) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization whose goal is to
reduce social, economic and environmental disparities by providing free home
repairs throughout Milwaukee and Waukesha counties. RM is the largest provider
of home repairs to eligible homeowners in Southeast Wisconsin and the only one
that provides them for free. The organization directly impacts individuals and
families by improving economic stability and keeping long-term, existing
homeowners in their homes. This stabilizes neighborhoods and the tax base paid
to the city.
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